
explore trending surfaces throughout the home
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The kitchen has always been the heart of
the home. It's where family comes together
to share meals and where memories are
made. Create a warm and welcoming
atmosphere with the natural beauty of
wood from VT CenterPointe.

Bringing the Warmth of Wood to
the Heart of the Home
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Hevea Countertop

Acacia Island & Shelves

Acacia Chevron Countertop

01. the kitchen
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Beauty More Becoming

Consider mixing materials by pairing white
marble inspired laminate countertops with a
butcher block island to create a beautiful,
unified, and inviting design.

Complete the look by incorporating warm,
accents. VT offers coordinating butcher
block chopping blocks as well as floating
shelves to create a finished design.

Warm Accents

Acacia Countertop

Hevea Chopping Block

Hevea Shelves
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Meal prepping has never been easier, or
more stylish. Feel relaxed and at-ease
creating your next culinary masterpiece with
the help from VT CenterPointe.

Meal Prep In Style

Hevea Countertop & Shelves

Hevea Countertop & Shelves



02. the pantry & butler's kitchen
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Food-Safe Surface
Apply a food-safe finish to the
surface to allow for safe food
preparation.

Cleanability
In addition to their striking
appearance, many homeowners
enjoy butcher block surfaces
because of their cleanability.
Simply wipe clean with a mild
soap and non-abrasive cloth.

Acacia Pantry Shelves

Acacia Countertop, Hevea Chopping Block
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Hevea Countertops

Acacia Countertops

Acacia Floating Shelves

Acacia Floating Shelves



03. the laundry
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Durability
At 1.5 inches thick, these butcher
block surfaces are designed to
perform. Whether utilized as
stylish shelving or a stunning
folding station, these
CenterPointe butcher block
surfaces are sure to be the focal
point of any design.

Personalization

CenterPointe comes unfinished
allowing for full design flexibility.
Select your choice of finish to
perfectly blend with any
aesthetic.

Acacia Chevron Countertops

Hevea Countertops



Go Green With 
Natural Wood

Feel good about adding CenterPointe
to your home knowing it was
harvested sustainably and supports
responsible forest management.
CenterPointe Is FSC® Certified.
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Acacia Floating Shelves

Acacia Desk

Hevea Desk



04. home office
Work-from-home or study-from-home in a
space that's truly your own. The rich, warm
wood provides a serene escape creating a
nurturing atmosphere allowing  you to focus
on business.
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Acacia Desk

Hevea Desk



05. bath

Indulge in a rejuvenating spa
experience leaving you feeling
relaxed and ready to conquer
with the help of VT
CenterPointe.

Create A Luxurious
Destination
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Hevea Shelves



06. workshop

Functional Style
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Transform your workshop into
the perfect creative oasis with
functional space to organize,
store, and create your next DIY
masterpiece.

Hevea Countertop

Acacia Countertop



vtindustries.com/centerpointe


